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About the Book
Real American similes are brought to life in this laugh-out-loud language arts picture book.

SUGGESTED CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES

Language Arts

Figurative Language—Students can use dictionaries or online resources (see below) to discover how similes differ from other types of figurative language: metaphors, alliterations, hyperboles, and idioms. They can make a classroom chart showing examples of each of these figures of speech.

Language Logs—Once students have become clear on the various types of figurative language, they can create their own logs—one for each type—in which they can record examples they find in their reading. These can be shared with other classes.

Oral Tradition—As the author states in the end notes, the similes in this book were handed down orally from generation to generation. Students can share similes or other expressions that they have heard from their parents, grandparents, or others.

Folklore—Students may enjoy reading well-known American folk tales about Paul Bunyan, Mike Fink, and Pecos Bill, all of which contain various colorful figures of speech.

Song Lyrics—Many song lyrics contain similes, metaphors, or alliteration. Have students “keep their ears open” for these, jot them down, and share them with the class.

Art

Illustration—The book’s illustrations show a literal interpretation of the words in each simile. Students can illustrate (literally!) the figures of speech they have found or heard (see above). These can be used in a bulletin board display or collected into a book that can be shared with other classes.

Geography

Map Location—The similes in Muddy as a Duck Puddle and Other American Similes were taken from the oral tradition of Indiana, Mississippi, Virginia, Wisconsin, and the West. Students can locate all of these places on a U.S. map.
Online Resources

http://languagearts.mrdonn.org/figurative.html
Presents a short, easy-to-read chart defining and giving examples of various types of figurative language.

www.sedl.org/afterschool/lessonplans/index.cgi?show_record=45
Presents a detailed lesson plan for exploring the oral tradition further.

For More Language Arts Picture Books for the Classroom

Go to www.holidayhouse.com: under “Find Books,” click on “By Theme” and then “Language Arts.” For an educators’ guide with lots of online activities, go to Free Materials and scroll down to Language Arts Educators’ Guide / Teach Language Arts: Picture Books for the Classroom.
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